
Above Anxiety | Week Three | LEADER GUIDE

Anxiety can be felt in rooms of people. We are going to walk through how we can be fully ourselves
and still be connected with others. We are going to reflect on how we personally handle ourselves
when others around us are anxious. Then we are going to land on the thought that God is in control
and on His throne in Revelations 4 and for this reason we can trust Him.

Supplies Needed for Next Step: soft music playing during a reflection time. Here is a Spotify
playlist if needed.

This upcoming weekend, author and pastor, Steve Cuss, will be teaching for all of our campuses!
After the video teaching is filmed, there will be time for Anxiety Q&A’s. Please send your or your
Small Group’s questions to your Small Group Pastor to be added to the list.

Ice Breaker:
This is to get your group thinking through groups they have been a part of in the past. Some group
activities are fun and filling to the soul and other group activities can be draining.

Weekly Check-In:
We all need others pouring into our lives to help us on our journey. If your group met last week, use
this as a follow up question to encourage your group members to find a coach who can challenge
them and hold them accountable for their next steps with God. Visit 242community.com/coaching
for more resources.

Scripture and Discussion Questions:
Question 1: Anxiety is felt in groups and it is easy to catch like a cold. Talk through where you may
have felt anxiety spread in a group setting. Family, friends, small groups, co-workers are examples
of groups you may come in contact with throughout the week.
Question 2: Talking though these different ways your group members interact with others. If they
aren’t sure which one they are, encourage them to ask someone closest to them.
Question 3: God is in control. God is at the end of your rope. God is ready to invade your anxiety
with God’s peace. We have the hope of Christ and the peace of the Holy Spirit to live out each day.
Encourage your group when you feel anxious, stop, be aware of your anxiety, and invite the peace
of Christ to flood it.
Question 4: These verses in Revelations are talking about Christ on His rightful throne. Since God is
on that throne we can trust Him. Work through what your group members may need to fill the blank.

Next Steps:
Taking time to stop as a group to prayerfully ask through the question: “What am I carrying that isn’t
mine?” Turn on soft music and ask through the questions listed.
Encourage your group to do this exercise throughout the week and let them know you will be
checking back next week on how they did with living with a posture of openness to God.

http://open.spotify.com/playlist/1S5FWtaDXYrcpQwz1SVaxR
http://open.spotify.com/playlist/1S5FWtaDXYrcpQwz1SVaxR
http://242community.com/coaching


Week of November 21 | Above Anxiety

Ice Breaker Questions:

What is your favorite group activity?

Weekly Check In

Coaching (one person investing in another person to help them take a next step with
God) is part of the way we connect with others and grow in our walk with God. Have you
asked someone to be your coach? Who is someone you could ask?

This Week’s Big Idea: How to stop the reactive cycle when others are anxious around us.

What do you remember most, or what stuck with you from the weekend’s teaching?

Scripture and Discussion Questions:

1. Where have you seen anxiety spread in a room or group?

2. Which type of person are you most like when dealing with others?
Enmeshed: Your wellbeing is deeply connected to the wellbeing of another. If they are not
happy, you are not safe to be happy either.
Detached: The emotions of another person has no effect whatsoever on you.
Differentiated: Remaining a calm presence, staying curious but not reacting. You are
connected to those around you without taking on their anxiety.

3. Take a look at the list of tools below and answer the following questions:
Which of these tools do you find yourself using the most?
What tools do you want to develop better?

a. Power of Curiosity: Ask ‘why’ and ‘what is going on’ and ‘I wonder if’ questions to
intercept the anxiety cycle.

b. Where do I end and the other begin?: Determine what emotions are ones I am
feeling versus the emotions others are feeling.

c. What is mine to carry, what is theirs to carry, what is God’s to carry?:
Differentiate what’s my part in this situation, what’s other’s responsibility, what
belongs to God.

d. Predictable Relational Patterns: Map out a pattern of when you feel anxiety to
prepare for similar upcoming moments.



Read Revelation 4|1-11
4. Anxiety tries to get us to live life on our strength, but God is in control and on the throne,

challenging us to trust God instead of self. What is one thing that you are carrying that you
need to lay down and say, “Even if ___________(fill in the blank). God is still on the throne.”

Next Steps:

The Nine | Daily Encounter
Sit as a group in an open posture (nothing in hands
open on lap) and pause together for 30 secs and ask
God prayerfully these questions:

“Is there something that I am carrying that God is asking
me to trust Him with?”

“Is there something that I have a grip on?”

“Is there something that has a grip on me that God is
asking me to trust Him with?”

Continue to ask these questions of yourself over this next week and allow God to show areas
where you can trust Him more.


